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C O N C R E T E
col lect ion

 

The Concrete collection is the essence of simplicity and elegance.  
The combination of concrete with impressive dimensions will allow you 
to create a minimalistic design which will be a perfect backdrop for 
designer furniture and functional accessories in day to day living areas 
and bathrooms just alike.

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

DESIGN WITHOUT LIMITS

SURFACE FINISH

Matt

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



76

Concrete beige 120 x 280

/ beige

6

Thanks to the cool and minimalistic look of the tiles emula-
ting concrete, you will add a unique expression to your original  
design in the spirit of modern interior trends.



98 9

Concrete gris 120 x 280

/ gris

Contrary to traditional concrete, which tends to wear out 
over time, gres tiles do not require impregnation. They present 
themselves perfectly on floors and walls in the bathroom, living 
room or bedroom.



1110

Concrete anthracite 120 x 280

/ anthracite

Uniform surfaces created with tiles from the Concrete collection 
can be accented by black, graphite and chrome, thus adding 
a distinct elegance to the whole design. The grays will create  
a background that enhances the feeling of spaciousness.
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1312

5903313324922

Concrete gris

119,7 x 279,7

 

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm4

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  

matt



1514

   R10   |   PEI  

5903313324960

Concrete beige

119,7 x 279,7

 

0,6 cm4

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  



1716

Concrete graphite

119,7 x 279,7

 

5903313325004

   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm4

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  



1918

Concrete

119,7 x 279,7

Concrete anthracite
   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm45903313325042

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  


